
To Whom It May Concern 
  
My name is Kwesi Arde Enu, former resident of East Lansing, Michigan, student of Michigan 
State University and more importantly patron and former employee of Harper’s Restaurant and 
Brewpub located at 131 Albert Avenue, East Lansing, MI 48823. 
  
I am very much aware of the recent events over the past month and half or so involving 
Harpers. I would love to address many things regarding the situation regarding the Riley family, 
but I will get right to the point. 
  
I 1000% support this establishment to the core as they have a dear place in my heart. There 
have been many distasteful remarks, accusations, rumors, defamation of character, lies and I 
can go on and on about what I have seen on various social media outlets as well as the news. It 
is disheartening to know that a true family business which took me in at such a young age back 
in 2003 is getting the negative publicity they are getting due to the unforeseen Covid 19 
pandemic. 
 
Ever since I worked for this great establishment in the early 2000s and even better people as 
again this is a big family I can not imagine what I would have been through had it not been for 
the support of this family from a financial and family well-being. They took a chance on me when 
I got kicked out of school at Northern Michigan University and I had to get my life back together. 
I was forced to grow up even faster with no money, some anger management issues and a 
future nowhere in sight. It was the Riley’s Pat and Trisha who became like my second parents, 
whereas Chanelle, Harper and Brittlyn were like my brother and sisters.  I did not realize how 
much of an impact they had on me during my young college days and even into the later part of 
my young adulthood. 
 
Over the years I made many mistakes when working for them, but they always had my back and 
gave me chance after chance to get my life together. I was in a very dark place at one point in 
my life and a true test of integrity was challenged by Pat Riley and I still remember to this day 
the words he said to me. He gave me some advice as a father would for a son as we sat in his 
office one night many years ago. The challenge he gave to me was to be a better man and start 
surrounding myself around those who actually respected me for my intelligence and wanted me 
to do better as opposed to those who were quite frankly using me to make the bad decisions 
that I had continuously made. At that point I knew that this family had my best interest in heart. 
After that I traveled to my parent’s native country of Ghana, which is in West Africa. So, imagine 
that me traveling to Africa. If you have not noticed already from my name I am as black as they 
come. So, this notion that this family is racist is beyond farther from the truth. One of their kids is 
best friends with an African American. I myself was one of their tenured senior bartenders for 
over 10 plus years and they gave me a lot of responsibilities with training of other bar staff, 
scheduling, etc. Now if they are what people on social media or patrons try to say they are in 
terms or being racist or something I am pretty sure I would have seen that firsthand myself. The 
relationships they have with all cultures, events they have thrown throughout the years 
demonstrate they do not have an ignorant bone in their bodies. 
 
I had lived in East Lansing, Michigan long enough to see a lot of the local restaurants and bars 
become very jealous of the Riley’s as they run a very successful business. There is that old 
saying if you are not first you are last and that is exactly how the rest of the local bar industry in 
East Lansing has seen Harpers as always, the best. I knew this first hand because many of my 
fellow hospitality industry friends would beg and beg to me over the years how they wished they 



could work for the very establishment that some of these same people now say that Harpers is 
trash, garbage, dirty, etc. This makes no sense at all. 
  
At the end of the day, what the MLCC, other government bodies and State of Michigan are 
trying to do in making an example of Harpers is just plain wrong. I live in Detroit, Michigan right 
now and work for a very good company originating mortgages and I make a very good living. 
This same living has blessed me to be out to treat myself in Detroit, as I desire. As of late I do 
not partake in any events due to Covid obviously but I will tell you if there was ever a problem 
with the logistics of Covid and how to protect the general public it definitely does not reside in 
East Lansing, it resides in Detroit. The city over the last month has been very ignorant when it 
comes to practicing social distancing. I can not tell you how many times I have made late night 
drives throughout Detroit just to see how social distancing again is not practiced especially with 
the NOT wearing of masks. I guarantee you if the Governor’s office was in Detroit, Harpers 
would not be even a topic of discussion. 
  
The point is there are a lot of politics involved with what is going on with Harpers. It is no secret 
there is always a political agenda behind every decision. I won’t even go there as I have 
credible sources throughout the whole state that can also concur with my thoughts on how 
wrongful stripping the liquor license and shutting down Harpers would be. As we all know the 
entire state, country let alone the world is struggling with how to handle Covid. What point are 
you trying to make by trying to close a restaurant that has done everything they can and gave 
so much to the city of East Lansing? If we had a solution, we wouldn’t even be discussing this 
right? 
  
This false narrative that MSU, patrons and students want Harpers shut down is beyond mind 
blowing. These anonymous folks attacking the character of Harpers are the same folks who at 
either one point had a vendetta against the restaurant because they either stole, were a lousy 
employee or a problematic patron. These same hypocrites spent countless days enjoying 
themselves with most of these folks getting VIP treatment. Again, I saw this firsthand over my 
years. Now these same people signing petitions to bandwagon a terrible cause to shut down an 
historic mid-Michigan family owned business, how credible do you think the sources are now? 
These same people are just as irresponsible as they try to make Harpers was. Mistakes happen 
but there is no justification to close Harpers and revoke their license. If that is the case, you 
might as well close every restaurant in East Lansing and see where that gets you financially. 
I stand with the Riley’s and Harpers and I do not agree with the reparations or punishment that 
you intend to pursue against this family owned business. I urge you to reach out to people like 
me and find out the truth. This family has done so much for many people over the years whether 
employment, donations, giving back, philanthropy, nonprofit, do your research. There is not a 
bar or restaurant in Mid-Michigan that comes close to what this family has done throughout Mid-
Michigan. For those who forgot about that shame on them. 
  
I do not agree with revoking licenses and shut down. Do the write thing and stop wasting 
valuable resources and money when we have a bigger challenge together where we all can 
make a positive impact on the community instead of trying to ruin lives. 
  
Respectfully, 
Kwesi Arde Enu 
 

 



 
 

To Whom it May Concern, 

I have worked for Pat & Trish Riley in various capacities for 29 years next month.  I was hired in 
August 1991 at O’Brien’s Agency and worked in the production department.  In mid 1996 I 
transferred into the accounting office and in January 1998 I started as the Office Manager at 
Harper’s Restaurant & Brew Pub. 

I know some of the college kids get a little wild at Harper’s but they also try to make it a family 
friendly environment.  I have spent nearly every St. Patrick’s Day and many MSU home football 
Saturdays at Harper’s as a customer with my husband, kids, friends and in-laws for the past 20 
years. 

Harper’s has given hundreds of thousands of dollars to various charities with their “Give Back 
Thursdays.”  They sponsor a different charity each week and give the entire cover charge plus 
extra from the business itself.  Trish especially has been very passionate about giving back to the 
community. 

The Riley’s have always cared about the health and well-being of their employees and 
customers.  I have worked continuously through the whole Covid shut down, as an essential 
employee, and I have never felt unsafe.  When we were allowed to reopen to the public on June 
8th the Riley’s took it very seriously, and completely followed, all the mandates from the 
Governor and the CDC to safely reopen.  The Covid outbreak that occurred is very unfortunate 
and I feel for everyone that has been affected by it, but there needs to be some personal 
responsibility by everyone involved and don’t just try to blame Harper’s.  The negative publicity 
they have received has been completely unfair.  Everyone needs to work together to fight against 
Covid-19.  It is not going away anytime soon.  

This is a family owned business that supports many employees and the community.  It would be 
a tremendous loss to so many if they were forced to shut down.  It is my hope that the MLCC 
and Ingham Co. Health Dept. work with the owners to ensure a safer reopening. 

Sincerely, 

Shelly Toth 
  



To whom it may concern, 
 My name is Kevin Carmody and I bartended at Harper’s from 2012 to 2016 while 
pursing my degree in Supply Chain Management in the Eli Broad College of Business at 
Michigan State. I am very aware of the wildly inaccurate rumors that are beginning to 
circulate about Harper’s following the Covid-19 outbreak. I wanted to share with you my 
experience working at Harpers and with the Riley family. 
  
I started in 2012 as a server, and worked my way up to bartender after 9 months. I was 
never promised any type of opportunity for advancement when I took the serving 
position, but the Riley’s are a family that recognizes and rewards employees who work 
hard. I used the tips I made bartending to put myself through school(rent, books, tuition 
etc.) Management was extremely respectful and understanding of my commitment to 
pursing a degree. They would work with me and schedule my shifts around my school 
schedule so work would not interfere with my studies. When business was slower 
during the summer months and I needed work, they found maintenance jobs for me to 
do like repainting the building.  I honestly don’t know how I would have put myself 
through school if it wasn’t for this job. When I graduated and started a new career in 
2016 I wasn’t making much as an intern, and they allowed me to come back and 
bartend during football games for a few years(2017-2019). 
  
I see there are rumors about unsanitary conditions in the kitchen… I will tell you that in 
the 7 years that I worked there I never saw one rat/mouse or roach. I am an avid 
crossfitter and I pay very close attention to my health and diet. I would eat the grilled 
wings with sautéed vegetables before almost every single one of my bartending shifts. 
Then I saw the employee harassment claims which are absolutely ridiculous. If anything 
related to that was going on than management would have put an end to it right away. 
Then we have the racial discrimination rumor which is also absolutely false. The staff 
and the crowd were always very diverse. The line to get in works like any other line, first 
come first serve. These rumors were obviously started by a “keyboard Karen” motivated 
by some type of personal vengeance. I would never have spent so much time working 
there if these types of things were actually going on. Not everything you read on twitter 
is true… 
  
Again I saw that Harper’s was getting all of this bad press, and as a former employee I 
wanted to reach out, tell my story, and do what I could to clear the air. 
  
Towards the end of my time working there I was just an employee, but I was part of the 
Riley family. Harper’s will always have a special place in my heart. I love this 
establishment and stand behind the Riley’s all the way. I hope it can continue to thrive 
and flourish as a staple business on campus for generations to come. 
  
I look forward to coming back every time I visit the MSU campus. 
  
Thank you for reading and go green.  
  
Kevin Carmody 
To whom it may concern,  



 
My name is Dylan Scher and I worked at Harper’s Restaurant and Brewpub for five plus years 
as a doorman, barback, bartender, and manager. Throughout my experience there I have 
nothing but positive things to say. I have met some of my best friends there, people that will 
more than likely be in my life for years to come. I have made connections with people that have 
provided me with countless opportunities. I have built skills and traits from the work which I 
genuinely enjoyed.  
 
I have known the Riley's for years now and have become close with them. They have gone out 
of their way to individually help employees in need. Whether it be giving them more hours, 
simply talking them through hardships, or checking to see if there is anything they would like to 
change. It seems that they have always been given an unfair accounting. To set the record 
straight, they do not treat their employees poorly nor fail to ensure costumer safety. As a 
doorman we were trained how to safely excuse patrons if they chose to act up or attempted to 
enter far too intoxicated. We had countless meetings as well as continuous reminders on how to 
handle specific situations. I can tell you in the past few years there have been only a few fights 
in which the doormen were trained to immediately de escalate the situation and remove all 
parties involved. If there was an individual that we deemed too intoxicated they would be 
removed swiftly but taken care of and insured a safe way home.  
 
As a bartender we were told and taught all the signs of overserving. Once again, meetings were 
a constant, as we discussed how to avoid overserving and helping patrons that were possibly 
on their way there. A doorman or barback would be notified immediately if someone were 
starting to spill things over, slur speech tremendously, or started stumbling a bit. We were all 
very well versed in our training to spot such actions.  
 
As a manager I really learned the ins and outs of the building and the way it was run. There was 
a system in place for any given incident. If there was some sort of oddball incident, I could 
simply contact Pat or Trish and we could quickly fix it and put it to an end. The goal was always 
to make it a safe family friendly restaurant during the day, and a fun safe bar at night. I believe 
throughout my years we did so very effectively. If someone were cursing during dining hours 
with family around, they would be removed. If someone tried attacking someone or were 
sneaking in drinks to become belligerent, they would be removed. The number one goal for us 
was to ensure safety, a great time, and memories for all.  
 
I truly cherished my time there as it was some of the best times in my life. Harpers is a very 
professionally managed place that has simply become a staple of East Lansing. East Lansing 
without it would just seem empty and borderline spiritless.  
 
Sincerely,  
Dylan Scher  
 

  



 
To Whom it May Concern:  
 
My name is Rebecca Wagner and I worked as a bartender at Harper’s Restaurant & Brewpub for 3 years 
during my time as a student at Michigan State University. Initially, this began as a job in order for me to 
support myself and pay my bills. Shortly after starting there, this place and these people became my 
family.  
 
Upon starting my position, I was nervous about not having much experience in the industry. Management 
always encouraged me along with the other staff members who helped me learn all the ins and outs of 
bartending, while making it a fun environment to work in and not just some job.  
 
Going into work was always a fun time. The music was always enjoyable, whether it was family/dining 
music during the day, live music out on the patio, or dancing music in the evening. Management always 
catered to what the audience wanted.  
 
The Riley family, along with the rest of the staff, were nothing but supportive to say the least. I first 
noticed when they would work with me around my schedule, fully knowing I was a full-time college 
student. Management always coordinated with me to make sure I still put my schooling first, while still 
committing themselves to their family business. Secondly, when I participated in my first Give Back 
Thursday, I truly saw just how involved they were in the community and dedicated to giving back for a 
good cause. To this day, they have given back $250,000 and counting.  
 
Harper’s continues to support the East Lansing community through their many events as well; including 
the Art Festival, Jazz Festival, etc. Trish Riley takes pride in supporting local farmers by providing 22 
tons of grain for feed as well as doing anything she can to purchase locally sourced meats and produce. 
To continue to the point of providing local and healthier choices, they have a significant selection of beers 
on their menu; all of which are brewed in-house and are gluten-reduced and organic.  
 
I have nothing but good things to say about this establishment and all of the people who work together to 
make it what it is. To see something negative happen to such a large part of my past would be devastating. 
I know I not only speak for myself, but many others, when I say that I truly believe Harper’s is an 
outstanding business and does not deserve what they are currently going through. Not only would a bad 
outcome affect the family, but all the current staff who have already had a difficult time during this 
pandemic. They would now be out of a job indefinitely. I wholeheartedly believe the good in people and 
that all of the time and effort the Riley family has put into their business for so many years will shine 
through and prove how great of an establishment Harper’s Restaurant & Brewpub truly is as a whole.  
 
Respectfully,  
 
Rebecca Wagner 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 



 
July 17, 2020  
To Whom It May Concern,  

My name is Rachel Elliott and I am writing this letter to you today on behalf of 
Harper's Restaurant and Brewpub. I was hired by the Riley family to join the Harper's team in 
January 2018. I was a college student at the time of hire and loved my job there so much, that I 
have still continued to pick up shifts since my graduation which was in May 2019. In this letter I 
will be addressing my time there, the atmosphere, and my experience with the Riley family.  

As an employee, I always felt safe at work. If something was ever to break, it was 
fixed in a timely manner. If we ever had opinions or suggestions, they were listened  
to with open ears. If we ever had concerns about something, they were addressed. If I ever 
needed more hours, they were given to me. If I needed to cut back hours, it was done for me 
with ease. I felt important and part of a team. Everybody was always kept up to date on what 
was going on with the business. It was expected of us to keep the premises clean and sanitized 
at all times. Consequently, we spent many hours before, during and after work cleaning and 
taking necessary precautions to ensure that employees and patrons were in a safe and clean 
environment.  

As a patron, Harper's was always one of my favorite places to go. We loved grabbing 
a bite to eat for lunch or dinner and/or spending our evenings there with friends. Although 
Harper's is also a bar, this was still a business that my parents joined me at and enjoyed as well. 
In addition, the atmosphere is so dynamic that it was the perfect place for events of all kinds. I 
couldn't even count the amount of birthdays, parent's weekend luncheons for sororities and 
fraternities, meetings and many other events that Harper's has proudly hosted for the community. 
Each event, no matter how big or small, was planned and executed to perfection and the Riley 
family and the rest of the Harper's team did whatever it took to make sure the guests were 
satisfied. However, there is one thing that stands out the most; how much Harper's gave back to 
the community. Almost every week they sponsored fundraisers for non-profit organizations at 
Harper's, totaling in substantial donations over $400,000.00 back to the community, something 
that is rare for businesses in the area.  

My experience with the Riley family has been nothing but positive. Outside of work, I 
had a lot on my plate between being a full time student, extracurricular activities,  
and another job. The Riley family worked with me so I was able to do all of these things while 
not stretching myself too thin. I have never had employers care so much about me and what was 
going on in my life as the Riley family did. They kept in touch with not only me, but all 
employees to make sure we were happy with our jobs. The Riley family takes pride in their 
family owned business, and they were in Harper's almost every single day checking on us, 
working with us and spending time with us. They always were coming up with ways to make 
Harper's better for all of us. To others this is just a bar, but to the Riley family it is their life. 

Harper's was so much more than just a typical college bar to me. It is the reason I 
was able to financially support myself through college,where I met my second family, where I 
spent majority of my time both on and off the clock and where some of my most cherished 
college memories were made.. I am forever grateful to Harper's and the Riley family for 
everything that was done for me. This bar and this family has truly made an impact on my life, 



and I know many others who will say the same. I am kindly requesting you that you do not 
destroy this business. If you have any questions or concerns, please ask the Riley family for my 
contact information. Thank you.  

Very Truly Yours,  

Rachel Elliott  
 

  
 

  



 

I would like to start off by addressing this issue by giving you some context. My current 
status as a store director for one of the three Major pharmaceutical companies in our 
country. It is here on the front lines, seeing how this has affected our communities the 
most where Harpers Restaurant and Brew Pub and the Riley family have come full 
circle for me while being here for my fellow citizens in my community of Petoskey 
Michigan. I wouldn’t be where I am today if it wasn’t for my 8.5 years from 2003-2012 
working for Harper’s as it launched my managerial career from a small business into 
fortune 500 companies. We have a saying at Harper’s: “I can do any and all things 
because I worked at Harper’s.” That still rings true to this day for me where as a kid I 
grew into a man learning and sharpening many of life's crucial everyday skills. 
Invaluable skills with the most important one of all being forgiveness. Trisha Riley time 
and time again as a young man met my downfalls and mistakes with priceless life 
lessons and taught me how to forgive, let go and move on. She was a catalyst in my life 
when it came to holding oneself to a higher standard and was relentless in the way she 
emphasized cleanliness and sanitation inside the Brew Pub. When Trisha would arrive 
on sight as young men and women we knew we were in for a hard day worth of 
cleaning and that she would be back the next day to make sure it was up to an almost 
impossible standard. While cleaning and Sanitizing for my community daily during this 
pandemic I still frequently think back to how on top of everything Trisha Riley was when 
it came to health department standards. She took pride in her establishment and goes 
above and beyond to make sure people are on top of their health and wellness. We 
always knew that if we weren’t feeling well Trisha would give us the best advice to get 
us back on our feet the quickest way possible. Even if we didn’t want it she would insist 
on helping us anyway. Most of the time as young college kids we think we are invincible 
and our actions/decisions match those unrealistic feelings. Feelings which no doubt 
have played into Covid cases throughout our country since March with spring break 
trips to Florida and elsewhere. Recently it has been highlighted again in East Lansing 
where we shouldn’t destroy businesses because of individual choices and actions. 
When I was Managing Harpers Restaurant and Brew Pub and Club Rush I would attend 
R.H.C. monthly meetings where here I would see first hand how it would play out that 
everyone was trying to play king on the mountain by knocking Harper’s off from the top 
spot in East Lansing. There seemed to be a new proposal every month that other 
establishments would try to pass that would level out the playing field for them but harm 
Harper’s in order to do so. Examples would be to change pricing regulations within the 
city limits all the way to passing city ordinances that would prevent Harpers from using 
part of its own property. The politics at play here were beyond abhorrent and blatantly 
obvious. Meanwhile in my present community in Petoskey businesses are leaving take 
one give one tables outside of their establishments in town with thank you signs for 
frontline workers posted in all the windows and the restaurants/bars that encounter 
Covid cases here that make their way onto the front pages of the local news review 
aren’t being met with threats of abolishing their liquor licenses or attacks from their 
community members. They are being met with overwhelming support from their fellow 
citizens with letters, gift card purchases, catering orders, future events being booked 
and paid for in advance with Petoskey Strong attached to heartfelt gestures, worn on 
face masks, yard signs, and giveback tables all because they understand we are 



fighting an invisible virus that none of us are supporting. What is Lansing’s motto and 
how are they coming together as a community to combat Covid-19? Certainly the 
answer isn’t attacking your biggest philanthropic hospitality contributor in your whole 
county and after doing extensive research the whole state of Michigan. We aren’t here 
to tear down businesses already devastated by this world wide pandemic. Especially 
ones that were allowed to reopen and were found to be following all guidelines outlined 
by our own government. The fresh markets in China where the Virus originated were 
allowed to reopen but close down a local establishment in East Lansing Michigan 
because it was a common meeting place for people who contracted the Virus? Harper’s 
and the Riley family have created a family for me with unreachable distance. My time 
there forged unbreakable bonds with friends all over the country and even the world. I 
can travel to every major city in America and know someone affiliated with Harpers in 
some way shape or form and call on them because of our time taking care of one 
another when it truly mattered. When you judge one's character and moral standing 
within the community some say to look no farther than a person's children. The Riley 
family has produced not only children of their own with the utmost integrity, love, 
understanding, work ethic, and sense of community but it has undoubtedly produced 
and raised thousands of kids into responsible productive citizens of this nation. I among 
many are living proof of this. Harper's is a place where young lives are molded and 
looked after with the utmost care. Regardless of your decision to uphold or take away a 
form of income for a family this truth will remain intact and unshakable. I hope my words 
bring a sense to what the right decision that needs to be made which is to come 
together to fight covid-19 as a whole not Harpers and the Riley family. Thank you for 
your time and consideration. We as a people will overcome this pandemic we just have 
to decide if we are going to tear others apart because of it or build each other back up. 
The answer should be crystal clear. 
 My deepest sincerity, 
 Brent Gallert  
 

 



 
 
 
 
 
  



 
 
 
  



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


